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We saw a similar limitation in the case of eons That

output depends upon a local neighbourhood There we dealt

with at using dilated convolutions
Also we can stackmultiple layers on top of each other
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For a fixed kernel sire the numberof layers required
to cover the entire input is linear in the lengthof
the input
Network will become very deep and this will result in

largemodels resulting in slow training
Large number of layers also lead to degradation
problems related to the gradientof the loss
function
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we can combine dilated kernels wilt levels to further
increase the receptive field size

However for fixed dilation parameters the
number of levels required to achieve full
coverage of the input is still linear in the

length of the input



A solution is to increase dilation size as we

move up the levels
This is achieved by fining a base dilation for
the first layer and exponentiallyincreasing
the dilation at every subsequent layer
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Combining dilated kernels with levels can lead to
holes in the receptive field coverage To avoid
this ensure that kernel sire k is atleast as

large as the base
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we can use this expression to find the member of
layers that we need to make the receptive field equal
to the sizeof the input
Say we want to find L
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are lograttimir in the size of the input
we can use the following expression to compute the



padding that we need at each layer
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zero padding needed at layer i

Backtotch
All that we have done this far is to construct a
fancy linear andregressive model

to deal with non linearities we need to include
activation firs residual connections ele
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